Abstract-The choice of which software component to use influences the success of a software system. Only a few empirical studies investigate how the choice of components is conducted in industrial practice. This is important to understand to tailor research solutions to the needs of the industry. Existing studies focus on the choice for off-the-shelf (OTS) components. It is, however, also important to understand the implications of the choice of alternative component sourcing options (CSOs), such as outsourcing versus the use of OTS. Previous research has shown that the choice has major implications on the development process as well as on the ability to evolve the system. The objective of this study is to explore how decision making took place in industry to choose among CSOs. Overall, 22 industrial cases have been studied through a case survey. The results show that the solutions specifically for CSO decisions are deterministic and based on optimization approaches. The non-deterministic solutions proposed for architectural group decision making appear to suit the CSO decision making in industry better. Interestingly, the final decision was perceived negatively in nine cases and positively in seven cases, while in the remaining cases it was perceived as neither positive nor negative.
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INTRODUCTION
A RCHITECTURAL decision making distinguishes different types of decisions, Kruchten [1] divided decisions into structural and behavioral decisions. Structural decisions are concerned with the elements and their interfaces of architectural components. The choice of which components to use in a software-intensive system is thus a structural architecture decision. The choice of the right components is an important factor for the success of a system developed with Off-the-Shelf (OTS) components [2] , which includes Components off the shelf (COTS) and Open Source Systems (OSS). Currently, there is a lack of empirical evidence and understanding how practice selects OTS components, as pointed out by Ayala et al. [2] "to improve OTS component selection practices; the research community must understand what the actual industrial OTS selection practices are in order to envisage more realistic and effective solutions". Ayala et al. [2] and other researchers [3] , [4] have provided insights of how practice selects components. Their focus was OTS development. However, when choosing a component another consideration is the source of the component, leading to the following question: Should the component be developed inhouse, should an OTS component be squired, or should the development of the component be outsourced?
This question is of high relevance as different component sourcing options (CSOs) have distinct characteristics that have to be taken into consideration. COTS based development implies a lack of control over evolution and the quality of the component (cf. Torchiano and Morisio [5] ). Torchiano and Morisio also point out that the development with COTS also has an implication on the development process, which needs to focus on the combination and testing of the components, as well as dealing with the evolution of the components that is not in the control of the integrator. When choosing outsourcing the issue of the lack of control does not arise. Though, specific issues to outsourcing may materialize. In particular distances (cultural, temporal, and geographical) have an effect on the development process [6] , which has to be adjusted to cope with the distances [7] . In addition, software architects are challenged in mentoring and facilitating learning at the outsourced organization, and have to guard the integrity of the architecture during the learning period [8] . Given the significance of the potential effects on the organization making a choice for a CSO, it is important how organizations choose between them. The evidence of how decisions are made for CSOs is very limited with only two industrial case studies in the area [9] .
The need to better understand decision making in industry for OTS selection [2] and CSO selection [9] has been highlighted. Furthermore, the need for evaluating the outcome of the decision is important [10] . To address the above mentioned needs we provide an analysis of 22 cases about how decision making took place when choosing among CSOs for adding components in industrial software-intensive systems. We identified the CSOs considered, the stakeholders involved, the criteria considered, and the actual decision taken. Furthermore, reflections on the decision reached were obtained, such as whether the "right" decision was reached.
We considered four CSOs: In-house developed components, components off-the-shelf, open source components, and outsourced development of components, which are defined as follows:
In-house: The component is developed within the same company. Badampudi et al. [9] highlight that it is still considered in-house development when the development is distributed, as long as it takes place within the company. COTS: This option stands for "components offthe-shelf" or "commercial-off-the-shelf", which are already developed (pre-built) and for which the source code is usually not available to the buyer. OSS: Open source components are also pre-built, but the source code is available. OSS components are commonly built by a community. Outsource: Another company is developing the component and is given the contract by the company wanting to obtain the component. The research method used was case survey [11] . The cases were gathered in the context of the ORION project. 1 The results add to the limited empirical knowledge (cf. [2] ) of how component decisions have been made in industrial practice, in particular the choice between CSOs. The cases were collected based on the researchers' experiences in industrial settings and based on interviews with experts from companies. Overall, 22 cases are included in this case survey.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes the research method used. Section 4 explains the results, followed by their discussion (Section 5). Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
We first present the decision making problem targeted in the paper by characterizing the alternatives for the decision (In-house, OSS, COTS, and Outsourcing) based on the knowledge presented in the literature. Furthermore, the different options are compared based on their strengths and weaknesses. Thereafter, we characterize the decision making for components based on the literature. We always indicate which findings were theoretical or empirical.
Decision Making Problem
Component decision making takes place on different levels. Fig. 1 depicts the different levels at which decisions are made.
On the top (strategic) level, the CSO is selected. On the provider selection level, depending on the option, either vendors, suppliers, or communities may be chosen. Finally, on the lowest level a concrete component is chosen. Note that we do not imply a particular order in which the decisions are made.
To facilitate and support the choice of components, different researchers provided insights about the different CSOs. The selection of insights are summarized in Table 1 to characterize the options companies can choose from. Given that the CSOs have different characteristics they have different implications on the criteria governing the choice between them.
Badampudi et al. [9] synthesized the findings from the literature about the strengths and weaknesses of the CSOs in comparison to each other, and distinguished between theoretical and practical influences. A summary of their synthesis is shown in Table 2 . Both empirical data (E) as well as findings based on theoretical reasoning (T). The synthesized evidence is based on a limited set of studies with varying scientific rigor and relevance (cf. [9] ). Only nine empirical studies were identified by Badampudi et al. that compared CSOs. In the case of the study by [3] one of the interviewees pointed out that "we do not want our developers start writing programs from scratch. At least in the Java world we find very often that the highest quality libraries are the ones that are open source and not the commercial". In this case, the CSO has already been chosen (OSS). However, in this case survey study we explore decisions where the CSO choice had to be made, which is of interest to practice and research given the distinguishing characteristics of the CSOs (see Tables 1 and 2 ).
Characterizing Decision Making
As mentioned earlier the choice of a component is an architectural decision, specifically a structural decision according to Kruchten [1] . Thus, we first review the literature on architectural decision making to elicit important characteristics of the decisions made. Thereafter, we separately present the literature on the different decision levels presented in Fig. 1 .
Architectural Decision Making
Theoretical. Kruchten [1] defined an ontology for architecture decision making. Kruchten divides architectural decisions into different categories: Structural decisions. These decisions are concerned which elements (such as components) to include in an architecture, as well as the design of their interfaces. Also, ban-decisions of what should not be included can be specified here. In addition, the behavior of the components is specified, which describes the interaction between different architectural elements. Property decisions: These decisions are concerned with how to design the architecture (e.g., architectural style) in order to achieve certain properties (e.g., performance). As relevant properties Kruchten mentions usability, security, politics, cost and risk. Executive decisions: These decisions are concerned with contextual factors, such as the technology or the processes used.
To support the documentation of architectural decisions van Heesch [31] proposed a framework. Elements to be documented were the state of the decision, the decision making group, the problem specifying why the decision was made, the decision taken, the alternatives considered, [19] = = Cost of replacing components [16] , [20] -+ Maintenance cost [21] , [22] , [23] --+ Effort Selection and integration effort [16] , [22] --Development effort [16] + + -Quality Quality in general [16] , [17] , [20] , [24] , [25] , [26] -+ + -Market trend Component evolution [16] , [19] , [21] , [23] , [27] + --Source code Access and use of source code [16] , [18] , [19] , [22] , [28] , [29] , [30] -+ +,-Source code documentation [17] , [27] -+,-
Tehnical support Vendor response time [16] , [20] , [29] + -+ Support availability [19] , [26] -+ Code customization [24] --+ Changes in requirements [21] , [26] , [27] , [28] + --License License fee [16] , [18] + License obliations [17] , [19] , [20] , [30] --
If a CSO affects a criterion positively in comparison to others, this is indicated by a "+"; if it is negatively affected this is indicated by a "-"; if no difference is observed this is indicated by a "="; If both, positive and negative effect is observed this is indicated by a "+,-". In-house Control over features and evolution of the product [12] Control over the development process and projects initiated [12] Awareness and knowledge of the system lies with the developing organization [8] COTS Lack of control (evolution, quality, functionality) as components are black-boxes [5] COTS development influences the development process [5] COTS are mostly used in real-time, embedded and distributed computing [13] OSS Motivation for choosing OSS: higher quality, shorter time to market, and cost reduction [3] Most important criterion for choosing between different OSS is the vitality of the community, functionality, standard compliance, and ease of integration [3] OSS components are used without modification [4] Cost of locating and debugging defects in OTS-based systems is substantial [4] OTS (COTS+OSS) Issues and challenges in estimating integration effort and debugging [14] Cost estimation factors are: time to understand the OTS, OTS inflexibility, and dealing with OTS evolution and corresponding updates needed by integrators. [4] OTS rarely affect quality negatively (reliability, performance, security were problematic if problems occurred) [4] In the case of the characterization of the CSOs all findings are empirical.
system concerns, and the history of he decision. An interesting aspect mentioned is that decisions are often not taken in isolation, but rather in groups, Hence, van Heesch proposes to also capture links to all related decisions. According to Heesch typical stakeholders in the decision making are architects, reviewers, managers, customers, requirements engineers, new project members, and domain experts.
Given that architectural decisions are commonly prepared and made by a group of people, group decision making (GDM) plays an important role. The literature suggests a variety of approaches to support GDM. Malavolta et al. [32] created a meta-model allowing to capture the different viewpoints of stakeholders. The meta-model captures rationales, issues, concerns and criteria of the decision and is linked to a group decision model. The group decision model captures and tracks the decisions that are related to a group of stakeholders. Features for conflict resolution strategies and traces to other relevant artifacts are also captured. Similarly, Nowal and Pautasso [33] provided an approach for the systematic recording of argumentation viewpoints. Argumentation viewpoints should raise situational awareness of teams and hence provide a means to build a consensus. To record an argumentation viewpoint design issues, alternatives and the stakeholder positions in relation to the alternatives are captured. Nowal and Pautasso developed a tool supporting brainstorming and the evaluation of design elements. A Software architecture warehouse facilitates the tracking and sharing of decisions by a team. Zimmermann et al. [34] highlight that a common problem of architecture decision making is the lack of a documented rationale. Zimmerman et al. emphasize the identification of reusable decisions, and hence highlight the importance of capturing the information about the decision. They also point out that decisions are not made in isolation from other decisions. They propose a conceptual framework for proactive decision identification, collaboration and enforcement. The framework provides a wide range of features, such as proposals for templates and the identification of reusable decisions, process support for identifying, making and enforcement of the decisions, pushing to-dolists to the architectural teams, and providing support techniques to reflect on the decisions. The feature of decision enforcement allows to directly inject decisions into the code. The proposal has been proven to be practical in a serviceoriented architecture (SOA)-based application.
Empirical. Capilla et al. [35] describe how to capture architectural design decisions and provide tool (Architecture Design Decision Support System) support to facilitate knowledge transfer and provide deeper insights into the rationales behind architectural decisions. They conducted a case study with students using the tool and captured the effort of the architecting activities and the effort spent on the decision. The usability and ease of use was positively assessed. Reasoning activities for capturing the design decisions required 47 percent of the overall effort spent. To support reasoning activities Razavian et al. [36] introduced design reflections in student groups by asking reflective questions to the students. This led to backtracking and rethinking design decisions. Overall, external triggered reflections improved the quality of discourse and had a positive effect on reflections taking place within the groups.
Tofan et al. [37] evaluated a decision making process (GADGED) based on the repertory grid approach [38] to determine whether it increases the consensus in GDM for architectures. The repertory grid approach systematically elicits the decision alternatives, constructs by which they are compared and the ratings for each alternative in relation to the constructs. A statistical analysis is thereafter conducted [38] . The findings showed that GADGED was useful for group decision making, in particular for inexperienced architects.
To determine whether existing GDM approaches provide sufficient supports to groups wanting to make architectural decisions Rekha and Muccini [39] propose an evaluation framework. The framework checks the presence of features to facilitate learning, problem analysis, the ability to rate alternatives, as well as conflict resolution, to name a few. Rekha and Muccini applied the framework to existing GDM approaches and found that they do not fully support GDM in their current form. Examples of features missing are the ability for stakeholders to explicitly indicate their preferences, as well as conflict resolution mechanisms and rules determining how the preferences of stakeholders should be taken into account. Groher and Weinreich [10] asked student groups with significant practical experience and GDM knowledge to individually develop GDM tools. Later, the tools were compared against the framework proposed by Rekha and Muccini [39] . They found that the tools mostly fulfilled the features. New interesting ideas emerged, in particular the possibility to provide features for the review of decisions after they have been made and communication means between stakeholders inside the tool.
As architectures evolve continuously decision makers have to conduct assessments on a continuous basis. For each decision a trade-off has to be made between different properties of the architecture, such as cost, performance and reliability. Cortellessa et al. [40] proposed a modelbased framework utilizing an optimization model with the aim of minimizing cost while thresholds are set with regard to reliability and performance. Initial evaluations showed that the framework performed better in decision making compared to humans, which provided indications of the usefulness of optimization models in decision making.
Choosing CSOs
Theoretical. The solutions identified in the literature by Badampudi et al. (cf. [9] ) only aiming at deciding between CSOs were solution proposals without a rigorous empirical component. To decide between in-house and COTS development optimization models have been proposed [20] , [23] , [41] , [42] , [43] . As an example, an optimization model may be used to make a choice of components to maximize reliability, while minimizing delivery time. Different constraints can be defined, such as costs. For making a trade-off between in-house development and outsourcing Kramer and Eschweiler [44] propose to utilize clustering to group components and utilize requirements dependencies and priorities to make the choice. Kramer et al. [45] propose utilizes outsourcing potential, knowledge specificity, and interdependencies to make a decision utilizing decision tables.
Choosing Vendors
Empirical. The selection of vendors and suppliers has been considered in several studies. A secondary study has been presented by [46] , which identifies the success factors in the selection of offshore outsourcing vendors. In total 22 factors were identified from the primary studies. Cost-saving, skilled human resource, appropriate infrastructure and quality of products were among the factors that were identified in more than 50 percent of the primary studies. Studies [22] , [47] present findings related to vendor selection and community selection, respectively. The relationship between component integrator and external vendor (COTS vendor and OSS community) is considered important to minimize the time and effort on technical, legal and business negotiations [22] . In addition, the collaboration between the OSS developers and actives users is considered important to maintain good communication and relationship with the OSS community.
Choosing OTS Components
Empirical. Vale et al. [13] conducted an extensive systematic mapping study on component-based software engineering (CBSE) to find open issues and research trends. With regard to component selection they found that COTS are commonly selected for embedded, real-time and distributed systems. Looking at the field of CBSE limited evaluations and a lack of empirical knowledge have been identified. Similarly Ayala et al. [2] found limited evidence in relation to selection practices in practice. To address this gap multiple researchers conducted studies on how OTS components are chosen.
Ayala et al. [2] found a gap in the processes proposed in the literature versus what has been used in practice. For example, component repositories are proposed, but not often used in practice.
Ayala et al. [2] and Gerea [3] found that common steps in the component selection process are identification, evaluation, learning and knowledge management, use of the component, and choosing. Gerea also found that the process of selection process is impacted by the component size. Larger components were selected earlier in the development lifecycle. The process used for selection is rarely formal and rather ad-hoc in nature, which has been reported by multiple authors (cf. [2] , [4] , [5] ). For COTS selection Li et al. [4] found that companies use prototyping to learn about COTS.
In the case of OSS the stakeholders involved in the process are the owners of the OSS, developers (distinguishing between core and general developer), system testers, user support as well as problem reporters and users [48] . The initiation of the decision for OSS as well as the preparation and investigation is mostly done by software developers. The leaders (such as the CEO) then take the decision and have the final word [3] . End-users are also involved in the decision making [3] . To systematize the stakeholder roles three perspectives can be identified, the decision function (initiation, decision preparation, and decision making) [3] , the relationship to the component (vendor of the component, integrators, and customers/end-users) [5] , as well as the roles in the development life-cycle (such as developers and testers) [48] . The perspectives and corresponding roles are summarized in Fig. 2 .
Gerea et al. [3] found that the most Important criteria for decision making for OSS are the compliance to standards and the matching of the functionality provided by the component to the needs. Another important criterion for OSS component selection is the vitality of the OSS community. Architectural considerations are also of great importance [5] . In addition to the criteria, risk factors need to be considered during component selection, integration and maintenance, which were identified by Morandini et al. [49] and Li et al. [14] . The risk factors were related to ill-estimation of selection, integration and maintenance effort, wrong component selection, component integration and maintenance failure. Furthermore, legal risk with respect to intellectual property and license were identified. Risk reduction activities were to invest in learning the relevant components and integrating components that are unfamiliar first [14] . In addition extensive testing of the components is important [14] .
The best practices for COTS selection in literature and in industry were identified by Rikard et al. [50] and three COTS selection methods (Comparative evaluation process, COTS-based requirements engineering and framework of COTS selection) were compared by Wanyama and Far [51] .
METHOD
We first present the research questions, and thereafter provide details on the case survey method and how it has been used in this study. We utilized the guidelines by Larsson [11] during the design of the research.
Research Questions
The first research question was concerned with how CSOs were selected in the context of software-intensive system development. In order to determine how the decisions were made, several sub-questions needed to be answered: which CSOs among those considered were chosen?
The first sub-question (a) provides an insight of the decision making problem formulated by the companies. Knowing the combinations frequently considered by companies helps to guide future research, in particular it shows which CSOs should be compared empirically so that companies may use this information as input to their decision making process. In the second subquestion (b) we investigate whether trends are visible of one CSO being preferred over another, which provides early indications of preferences between CSOs with respect to their advantages and disadvantages. -RQ1.2: Which stakeholders were involved in the decision process? Whether a decision is taken individually or in a group is an important aspect when designing decision support for CSOs. Also, understanding the different roles involved in the stages of decision making provides practitioners with the possibility to reflect on whether the identified roles are also relevant in their decision scenarios. -RQ1.3: Which criteria (a) were considered for making the decision and (b) which criteria initially considered ended up as significant for the final decision? Similar to RQ1.1, the criteria show which variables need to be studied when comparing CSOs empirically. Criteria considered in the preparation for the decision making, though not considered as relevant in the final decision, point to a potential for improvements in decision making processes. Thus, it is of interest which criteria are actually those that were essential in the final decision. -RQ1.4: Which decision making approach/model was used? In the literature several methods are proposed (such as optimization models). Understanding the methods used in practice allows to determine whether the solutions proposed in research found their way into practice, and which methods used in practice need to be integrated into decision support systems. The second research question aims at understanding the outcome of the decision making process:
RQ2: What were the decision outcomes of the CSO selection process? -RQ2.1: What was the effort invested in the decision making process? When looking at solutions in software engineering (in this case how CSOs are chosen) the cost factor has to be considered. Thus, we investigated the estimated effort spent on decision making. -RQ2.2: Were the CSOs chosen considered the "right" choice retrospectively? In this question we reflect on the selected options for making a decision from the retrospective point of view: finding that decisions are mostly positive indicates a success of CSO decision practices. Negative results on the other hand point to the need for decision support and adjustments in the practices.
The Case Survey Method
We provide an introduction to the case survey method as it has not been widely applied in the software engineering context. Studies often report only a small number of cases in a single publication. On the other hand, surveys focus on a large number of data points and are mostly quantitative. The case survey method is a compromise of the two approaches [11] , as Larsson points out "it can overcome the problem of generalizing from a single case study and at the same time provide more in-depth analysis of complex organizational phenomena than questionnaire surveys" (cf. [11] , p. 1566) . According to Larsson there are multiple benefits of using the case survey method. As cases are synthesized the case survey adds value to previous individual cases, and the richness of case studies can be incorporated to draw conclusions in the quantitative synthesis. A data extraction scheme is used for capturing the data from the cases, hence it is possible to easily extend the case survey by adding further cases. Overall, Larsson concludes that the case survey is a means to bridge the gap between positivist approaches (such as surveys) and humanistic/ interpretivist approaches (such as case studies).
The process of the case survey method comprises of four different steps: 
Step 1: Select the Cases of Interest
The focus of this paper is on choosing CSOs, such as choosing between in-house development versus open source for software-intensive systems. The components chosen should be utilized as parts of the system-intensive system developed. For example, if an automotive component is developed, and the choice is where to obtain the integrated development environment (IDE), this case would not be included in the study. On the other hand, if the focus of the software development is the IDE itself, then this case would be included. As pointed out by van Heesch et al. [31] architectural decisions are often not independent and thus are bundled into a single decision problem. This was also the case in this case survey.
The inclusion criteria thus can be summarised as follows:
The case provides information of how the decision making between at least two CSOs has been taking place where the component should become part of a software-intensive system. For example, a database component becomes part of the system, while the development environment does not. The system for which the CSO decision is made is industrial (can involve academics if they are supporting the industry). Cases should at least be explicit about the CSOs considered, the persons involved in the decision making process, the CSO chosen, the methods used in decision making, and the criteria used when preparing and making the decision. Cases were elicited from two sources, namely researchers with industry experience of the ORION project reporting cases from industrial systems where they have been involved in the decision, and interviews with industry practitioners outside of the project. The target population are cases of making decisions for CSOs for software-intensive systems. All cases are based on decisions for industrial systems. The sampling strategy was convenience sampling, i.e., we reported cases that we could access through the ORION project and industrial contacts.
In order to obtain the data, two approaches were used, namely members of the ORION project, and interviews with industry practitioners outside of the project (see Table 3 ). Members of the ORION project reported the cases using the data extraction scheme ( Table 5 ). As the researchers had access to different networks a diverse sample could be obtained focusing on different domains and including experience from industrial and academic environments. The experiences of the research participants originate from knowledge obtained about relevant cases during former industrial projects where the subjects provided support as researchers (three cases), the work done in an own company or work (three cases), as well as consultancy work (five cases). The interviewees were identified through the researchers' networks. All decision cases presented were done for real-world industrial systems. The introduced data extraction scheme (Section 3.2.2) served as the interview guide. The interviews lasted for 45 minutes to 1 hour. Table 4 provides the years of industry experience of the subjects in this study. Overall, the subjects have substantial experience in the software industry.
Step 2: Design Data Extraction Scheme for Data Elicitation
There is a risk that the participants in the study eliciting the cases misinterpret the items in Table 5 . Thus, the data extraction scheme was reviewed by all ORION project participants. The quality of the form and its understandability were essential in the extraction process, and was important for the validity of the results. An initial form was designed by the first author of the study. The co-authors reviewed the form and submitted change requests to the first author, each reviewer could see the comments already submitted. Each review was considered and a rejoinder was written to keep track of changes, including a response motivating the change, and an action specifying what was changed. After no further comments had been received, the form was considered of sufficient quality to start the data extraction.
The initial version of the data extraction form was defined based on the literature on decision making for CSOs (see related work), and ongoing work to create a taxonomy to describe the decision making for choosing among CSOs, the so-called GRADE taxonomy [52] . The taxonomy defines criteria, roles, decision making methods, environments, and decision making goals. We also explicitly asked the practitioners to expand on context and decision criteria relevant to the decision if they were not captured yet. Thus, all factors presented here were the ones that the practitioners were aware of, or raised as essential.
Step 3: Conduct the Coding
Not all information in the form needed to be coded, and we only coded information directly linked to the research questions. As can be seen in Table 5 many items were either integer values, enumerations, or boolean (present or not present in the case). That is, only items 13, 14, 15, 27, 28, 29, 33, and 34 in Table 5 were coded. These concern, among others, decision outcomes, lessons learned, or decision criteria not captured in the initial version of the extraction form. The initial coding was conducted by the first author. An open coding strategy was followed. For example, items 12-14 in the data extraction scheme (Table 5) referring to the stakeholders can be found in Tables 9 and 10 . Also, through the coding a terminology control was performed so that we consistently refer to roles and quality attributes. For example, the subjects provided the criteria "API fit, compatibility with minimal adaptation" and "Very important that the solution is compatible with the other component in the system", which were grouped under "Product-compatibility". The coding was reviewed by two co-authors of the paper, Deepika Badampudi and Syed Muhammad Ali Shah. The coding was done based on notes taken during the interviews as well as the information filled in by the ORION members.
Step 4: Analysis
Yin and Heald [53] report the results of the case survey in terms of vote counting. A similar approach is utilized in this case survey (e.g., the number of cases considering a CSO, the number of cases considering different criteria, etc.).
Odds ratio is used as a statistical analysis method to quantify how strongly the presence or absence of property A is associated with the presence or absence of property B in a given population. In this case, the association between the presence or absence of a decision criterion and the presence or absence of a decision option is measured through odds ratio (see RQs 1.3 and 2.3). To compute odds ratio we determine the following variables: a = Number of cases where the criterion is considered and the decision option is chosen b = Number of cases where the criterion is considered and the decision option is not chosen c = Number of cases where the criterion is not considered and the decision option is chosen d = Number of cases where the criterion is not considered and the decision option is not chosen Own experiences refer to researchers who in the role of industry practitioners have been involved in CSO decision making (11 cases). In addition interviews were conducted with industry practitioners (11 cases). We state the average, median, minimum, and maximum experience in years.
The OR is thereafter calculated as
The confidence interval (cf. [54] ) for OR values is calculated as
The OR values are interpreted as follows:
The criterion does not affect odds of decision option being chosen.
OR >1 indicates that the criterion is associated with higher odds of the decision option being chosen. OR <1 indicates that the criterion is associated with lower odds of the decision option being chosen. The values of confidence interval are considered to determine if the results are statistically significant. If the range of confidence intervals include the value 1 then the result is determined as not statistically significant, which is the case for the included cases (see Table 13 ). Power analysis is a statistical test to determine the sample size needed to detect an effect with a given degree of confidence. It is based on statistical assumptions and data characteristics. In particular, the characteristic that we would have to know is the relative precision implying skewness of the distribution of the odds ratio value in order to do a power analysis. However, we do not have historical data to specify the desired value with confidence given that our study is of exploratory nature. Furthermore, we indicate where coding of the information was provided. The extraction scheme was used as the guide for interview.
Ayala et al. [2] also highlighted this, in particular sourcing/ component decision practices in industry are not widely investigated. Hence, at the exploratory stage we do not know these characteristics to the degree to make a reliable power analysis. Miller [55] points towards qualitative direction as an alternative to statistical significance testing. Thus, in our results we utilize the statistical analysis from odds ratio to triangulate the findings with the responses from the subjects of this study (see Section 4.2.3). Table 6 provides an overview of the 22 cases included in the case survey. The cases were characterized by the size of the company, the development unit where the component should be used. Furthermore, the domain, application type, and development methodology were specified. Half of the cases were in the context of the automotive domain (11 of 22) , while other contexts have been considered as well. Given the proportionally high number of automotive cases, the most frequently reported application type was embedded systems. A variety of software development methodologies has been used, including agile and plan-driven processes. Furthermore, multiple cases reported hybrid processes combining agile and plan-driven concepts. With regard to sizes a range of different company sizes as well as sizes of the development units concerned have been reported. Overall, cases with varying sizes, domains, and development methodologies have been obtained.
RESULTS
Overview of Cases
RQ1: How Are CSOs Chosen?
In the context of RQ1 we investigated the CSOs considered, the involved stakeholders, the decision criteria, and the decision model used. The decision making problem constitutes the choice of CSOs for a software intensive system, namely in-house, COTS, OSS and Outsource. In addition the practitioners considered services as a separate option in their decision making. Looking at the definition of services they were considered in the category of COTS by Ayala et al. [2] . More specifically, they are defined as a way of delivering functionality: "Software-intensive services, often delivered as cloud or internet services, can also be The size refers to the overall (including different development organizations), while the size of the development unit refers to the organization where the selection of the component took place. The development units were located in Sweden. Furthermore, we characterized the domain, the application type, and the development methodology used in the development unit.
products from all industries like financial, insurance, gaming, social software, or personal services based on software" (cf. [56] ). In this paper our aim was to present the decision making problem as it was formulated by the practitioners, hence services has been presented as a separate option. It is interesting to observe that what is conceptually incorrect (i.e., including services as a CSO) was not a factor for the practitioners to exclude them as an option in their decision making. Table 7 shows the most frequently considered CSOs. As is evident from the table the most frequently considered CSOs were In-house, COTS and Outsource. This information is important to, for example, decide which options have to be well supported by evidence with regard to benefits and limitations of one alternative over another (e.g., COTS in comparison to In-house). Only in five cases the practitioners considered services as an option.
To understand which CSOs are traded off against each other we analyzed the frequency of combinations for comparisons between the alternatives, which is shown in Table 8 . The most frequent trade-offs were between In-house versus COTS, In-house versus Outsource, and COTS versus OSS. It is no surprise that the most frequent comparisons comprise of the CSOs being most frequently considered (see Table 7 ).
The number of options considered has an implication on decision support methods, i.e., one needs to determine whether solutions can support a trade-off between two or more alternatives. The number of options considered in the cases are thus illustrated in Fig. 3 . The figure shows that it is common to consider two options, while there are still a number of cases that involve three options and more. Fig. 4 shows the options considered for each case as well as the options chosen. The elements in the figure are to be interpreted as follows:
CSOs that were considered, but not chosen, are represented as black circles. For example, in case 12, Inhouse has been considered, but it was not chosen.
Decisions that deviated from the recommended choice based on the investigation during the decision preparation are represented as black diamonds. For example, in Case 1 the recommendation was to go with COTS based on the decision preparation, but then the choice made was Outsource, which was also a CSO considered from the beginning in the decision making process. CSOs that were considered, chosen, and did not deviate from the recommended choice, are illustrated as circles with a white diamond inside. In 7 of 22 cases in-house development has been chosen among the alternatives. Also in 7 cases components off-theshelf was the CSO chosen. In-house development has been considered in 17 out of 22 cases. Thus, the reflection of developing internally, or obtaining a component externally from different sources seems to be a key decision in practice. In a few cases only, the recommended alternative has not been chosen, which was true for Cases 1 and 14.
For case 1, the decision was prepared on a technical level considering the wide range of factors (performance, reliability, etc.). The technical people in preparation then passed their recommendation to the decision maker on business level, who decided to ignore the findings and make a political decision. In conclusion, for this case politics and the management of relationships overruled technical considerations.
For case 14, a social media analytics platform required a component for sentiment analysis from Facebook and Twitter. In-house development was recommended and a similar library was already developed that could have been used, but a web-service has been obtained also. In the end, quality issues were observed for the web service (textAnalytics) while also an alternative service (Mashape) was considered. Overall, this led the company to initiate a new decision, namely replace the textAlytics service with Mashape, or to utilize the in-house developed component.
As mentioned earlier decisions are often combined [31] . In the case survey, the cases where more than one CSO (see Fig. 4 ) has been chosen represent combined decisions. For example, in Case 5 a system for access control, back-end trade, and reporting for a large financial system was developed with high demands on accuracy and performance. This required three components, which were all handled as one decision problem to solve account, trading, and reporting. When we consider this as a decision problem, the company considered build or service for the first component, build or outsource for the second component, and build or get a COTS for the third component.
RQ1.2: Which Stakeholders Were Involved in the
Decision Process?
We distinguish three groups of stakeholders in the decision making. According to Strydom [57] the key stakeholders in decision making are:
(1) Decision initiation. The decision initiator who is raising the need to make a decision to solve a specific problem (in this case the selection of CSOs). (2) Decision preparation. People in the decision preparation are concerned with the study of documentation, the presentation and production of internal reports to share the findings of investigations of CSOs, meetings in the form of workshops and seminars, as well as informal discussions. Furthermore, they document a rationale. Only a few cases (four cases) the rationale for the decision was not documented, but rather stated in discussions. In the remaining cases the documentation took place in the form of reports. (3) Decision makers: The decision makers (taking the decision and thus "making the final choice between alternatives" (cf.
[57])). The following ways of making a decision were found: A leader takes a decision and hence no consensus was required; The stakeholders agreed and hence no negotiation needed to take place and consensus was reached; A demonstrator/ simulator was used to illustrate the effects of the solution to facilitate the decision. Table 9 provides an overview of the roles involved in the decision making, grouped by initiation, preparation, and decision making. Table 10 shows the distribution for the management roles involved.
Decision Initiation. With regard to decision initiators software management is the most frequent initiator for the decision making cases. Non-managerial roles have initiated the decision making process in three cases (software architecture and design/construction).
In three cases (16, 17 and 19) multiple roles initiated the decision. For software management the roles could be further refined. There it is noteworthy that in six cases It distinguishes between decision initiation, preparation, and decision making. The absolute values and percentages are stated.
executive management (CTO/CEO) have initiated the decision making. Other roles initiating the decision making were project leaders/manager, line manager, and product manager. When multiple roles were involved, it was a combination of management and technical roles. Decision Preparation. Compared with the decision initiation, more distinct roles were involved as stakeholders in the process of supporting the decision with discussion and expert input. Table 9 shows that the most common roles in decision preparation were software management and software architecture and design/construction. It was evident that expert decision support was obtained in twelve cases from either researchers or consultants. Additionally, customer relations/sales and software architects and architects/ designers were involved frequently. Only in a few cases software test (Cases 6 and 7), the actual customers (Cases 2, 4 and 9) and sub-contractors (Cases 5, 9 and 16) were involved.
Decision Making. The decision makers were primarily managers. In comparison, only a few decision makers were in the category of software construction. In two cases (4 and 8) a consensus decision between management and software design/construction was made.
Number of Roles per Decision Making Process. Fig. 5 shows the number of roles involved in the decision making process related to initiation, preparation, and decision making. Understanding the number of roles involved has important implications on how to support the decision making process. For example, as soon as multiple roles are involved there is a need to support consensus building and incorporating multiple points of view during the process. Only a few roles (primarily management) are involved in the initiation (one individual role in 19 cases) and making the decision, while a larger set of roles is involved in the preparation (in average three roles, see Fig. 5 ).
RQ1.3: Which Criteria (a) Were Considered for
Making the Decision and (b) Which Criteria Initially Considered Ended Up as Significant for the Final Decision?
(a) Criteria Considered. The criteria based on which the decision options are evaluated are shown in Table 11 . The table indicates the number of cases that have considered the criteria and also the percentage of the total number of cases that consider the criteria. Frequently considered criteria related to the product are quality criteria, such as performance, reliability, maintainability, compatibility and security. Further product-related characteristics were considered frequently-the most frequently mentioned ones being certification, level of openness and access/control. Furthermore, cost was an important criterion. A sub-set of cases further specifies the type of cost (e.g. to buy/rent, licensing, etc.).
As seen in Table 11 , some of the criteria are considered more frequently. We investigated the criteria that are considered together among the most frequently considered criteria (frequencies greater than 10) as shown in Fig. 6 . The percentages are calculated by dividing the number of times the criterion is considered together with another criterion by the total number of times a criterion is considered. For example performance is considered 17 times in total and out of the 17 times, it is considered 13 times together with reliability. Therefore the percentage of performance It distinguishes between decision initiation, preparation, and decision making. The absolute values and percentages are stated. and reliability considered together and in this order is (13/17)*100 = 76.47%. For reliability and performance the value is 100 percent as shown in Fig. 6 . This means that every time the reliability is considered, it is always considered together with performance. Higher percentages indicate that possible trade-offs between the criteria might need to to be considered in the decision. For example, improving reliability might be done under performance constraints. The number of criteria considered are shown in Fig. 7 . The number of criteria taken into consideration impacts the requirements on the solution, e.g., with respect to optimization this means to choose an approach for multi-objective optimization. When conducting an analysis of trade-offs between criteria (i.e., how they positively or negatively influence each other) the complexity of the analysis increases.
(b) Criteria Considered Significant in the Final Decision. To assess which criterion has a significant impact on the final decisions two approaches are used. First, we captured which criteria the subjects of the study mentioned as considered important in the final decision (Table 12 ). The criteria that were important in the final decision are divided into two groups: (1) Criteria that were considered in the preparation and are a sub-set chosen as important by the decision maker, (2) New criteria not considered in decision preparation, but in decision making. Second, we statistically explored the association between a criterion and a CSO in order to determine if the decision options are more favorable when a particular criterion is considered. To evaluate the association we considered the odds ratio (OR) between the criterion and decision option (Table 13 ). Using both statistical and qualitative approaches provides a means for triangulation and qualitative reflection.
We first present reflections for the data as explained by the subjects shown in Table 12 . Several interesting observations can be made from the Table 12 . In several cases only a small sub-set of criteria was considered in decision making compared to the preparation (see e.g., Cases 4, 5, 8, 17, and 19) . That is, if the relevant decision criteria could have been identified earlier, this has a potential to save investigation effort in the preparation phase (such as pre-studies). An undesirable case is where the input from the preparation is not considered in the final decision, and new criteria become important. That is, the effort spent in preparation is spent on investigating criteria that were not important (see, for example, Cases 1, 6, 11, 18, and 19). For example, in Case 1 a large car manufacturer performed a pre-study to investigate pros and cons as a basis for opting between In-house, COTS, and OSS considering 15 criteria, namely: performance, reliability, cost (general), acquisition cost, adaptation cost, maintenance cost, functionality, quality (general), familiarity with technology, ecosystem, architectural dependencies, longevity of the component, extensibility, level of openness and access/control, compatibility. However, the best option with respect to the criteria considered in preparation has not been chosen. Rather a political decision was made to maintain a good relationship with a supplier company.
We now triangulate the findings of the statistical analysis (Table 13 ) with the information provided by the subjects (see Table 12 ).
Overall, in-house has higher odds ratio values. In-house seems to be a favorable decision option when all the frequently considered criteria (excluding general cost and maintainability) are considered. In particular, certification has the highest odds ratio (OR = 6,86) when in-house is chosen as the outcome. We can also see in Table 12 , certification is considered in all the cases (Case 4, 6, 18 and 21) where inhouse is chosen. Though, certification was considered in all cases, it was not the criterion that turned out to be the most significant. As some of the decisions were taken based on new criteria (tradition and competence) as in Table 12 . However, since all the cases that had chosen in-house considered certification as a criterion and the higher values of odds ratio in Table 13 indicate that certification is important criterion for choosing in-house.
As seen from Table 13 , performance (OR = 2, 18) and reliability (OR = 2, 19) also have the highest odds ratio values when in-house is chosen. This supports the qualitative data in Table 12 as performance and reliability is considered in all the cases where in-house is chosen and also turned out to be important criteria in one of the case (Case 21). Level of openness has higher odds ratio however, it was only considered in half of the cases when in-house was chosen.
Maintainability (OR = 2, 40) and level of openness (OR = 3, 75) have highest odds ratio when OSS is chosen according to Table 13 . This is also supported by qualitative data in Table 12 as both maintainability and level of openness is considered in two out of three cases where OSS was chosen. In addition, maintainability ended up being important criterion in one of the case (Case 7).
According to Table 13 , cost is associated with lower odds of any CSOs being chosen as all values of odds ratio are below one. However, according to the qualitative data in Table 12 , cost has been considered important in choosing COTS, outsourcing and services.
RQ1.4: Which Decision Making Approach/Model
Was Used? Table 14 shows the approaches used in decision making. Expert opinion/judgment has been utilized in all cases. Expert judgment was supported by a number of approaches. Prioritizing and ranking the alternatives with respect to weighted criteria (four cases), listing the Pros and Cons (five cases), and Pugh analysis (four cases) were identified. More formal approaches for estimating (e.g., COCOMO) or the use of models for decision making (e.g., optimization) was not observed. It should be noted that we explicitly considered more structured decision making techniques such as the Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP), elicitation of weights under decision model [58] (Item 28 The first column represents the frequently considered criteria. Columns two to six represent the odds ratio (OR) and confidence intervals (conf. int.) between the frequently considered criteria and the CSO. For example, column two consists of all the odds ratio between in-house and each criteria. Similarly, row two consists of all the odds ratio for performance with each CSOs. The odds ratios are computed using Equation (1) and the confidence intervals are computed using Equations (2) and (3) in Table 5 ). However, they were not found in the cases as the decision making was discussion based and ad-hoc.
RQ2: What Was the Result of the Decision Making Process?
The second research question focuses on the description of the decision outcomes while following the decision making processes characterized in Section 4.2.
RQ2.1: What Was the Effort Invested in the Decision Making Process?
The effort spent on preparing the decision for the decision maker is shown in Fig. 8 , the x-axis shows effort spent in person hours. The effort data was available in 16 of 22 cases. The average time spent on preparation was around 780 person hours.
In comparison Fig. 9 shows the effort spent on decision making, but it is available for 16 cases, only. This indicates only a small fraction of the effort spent in preparation (on average 30 person hours) is spent on decision making.
RQ2.2:
Were the Chosen CSOs Considered the " Right" Choice Retrospectively?
Looking at how the decisions were evaluated it is visible that a high number of decisions were perceived as suboptimal, which applied to a total of nine cases (see Table 15 ). In only seven cases the decision was perceived as clearly positive. This highlights the need for support in the decision making processes to improve the decision making outcomes. Considering the decision year it is visible that in the cases the majority of cases at least two years are in-between the decision year and the year the data was collected (2016). Hence, this allowed for a reflection by the participants as there was sufficient time allowing for an assessment. Table 15 also provides an insight on why one option was preferred over another. For example, it is visible that inhouse was preferred over COTS and services for security reasons (Case 4), in-house over COTS and outsource for performance and stability reasons (Case 21), etc. We briefly present the rationale stated by the subjects for either evaluating the decision positively (see evaluations with the p -symbol in Table 15 ) or negatively (see evaluations with the y-symbol).
Positive ( p ). When choosing in-house the practitioners perceived the best decision was taken in comparison to outsourcing. Furthermore, another reason to assess the choice of in-house development over outsourcing was the improvement in the reliability of the product. When COTS has been chosen, the absence of issues were raised as the reason for the positive assessment when being compared to in-house development. OSS has been found to save costs, in Case 15 a factor of cost savings by the factor of 10 has been mentioned. When choosing a combination of options Cases 10 and 17 reported positive results.
Negative (y). For the cases choosing in-house development two reasons for negative assessments have been given, namely the decrease in product quality with respect to security and issues with the decision making process itself. When choosing COTS, in one case product quality issues arose with regard to performance. When outsourcing was chosen only negative assessments were found in the cases, all of them being related to product quality issues. For the choice of combinations of CSOs issues arose with regard to the lack of ability to foresee problems and to conduct estimations.
DISCUSSION
The discussion is structured along the research questions. In particular, the results of the systematic review [9] and the case survey are compared as both studies had a similar focus.
Reflections with Respect to the Research Questions
The first research question explored how CSOs are chosen in practice, four research questions were formulated and are discussed in the following. Three of the four questions are shared with the literature review by Badampudi et al. [9] , namely options considered (RQ1.1), criteria considered (RQ1.3), and decision making method (RQ1.4). Stakeholder roles were not explicitly discussed in the primary studies included by Badampudi et. al., and hence are new results provided by the case survey in the context of choosing CSOs.
Options Considered (RQ1.1). The contributions of existing literature and case survey are mapped as shown in Table 16 . The primary studies include empirical comparisons between CSOs and solution proposals of how to choose among them. Even though there are comparisons, no decision making solutions assist the COTS versus OSS decision. The case number is shown. The year of decision shows the year in which the decision was taken. The evaluation of the outcome was based on perception. We show the assessment of the subjects in terms of whether the decision was positive, they were indifferent, or negative. Furthermore, the rationales for the assessment provided by the subjects have been stated.
The case survey reported six cases that consider COTS and OSS in the decision.
While there are no primary studies comparing in-house and outsourcing, two papers propose decision making solutions for the selection of CSOs. Overall the number of primary studies (two papers) discussing in-house and outsource is low despite being the most frequent decision as revealed by our case survey (11 of 22 cases).
In-house and COTS have also been compared in primary studies identified in our systematic literature review [9] , and decision making solutions are proposed to make inhouse versus COTS decisions. The frequencies of the primary study and case survey are consistent for the in-house versus COTS options.
COTS versus outsource and OSS versus outsource are neither compared nor any decision making solutions are proposed. Therefore, based on the existing literature, it is unknown whether such decisions are even considered by decision makers. However, the case survey identify cases where COTS versus outsource and OSS versus outsource decisions are considered. There is thus a need for better support in practice.
The number of times options were chosen in comparison to the times they were considered indicates that all options are viable choices for the software-intensive systems considered. In-house has been selected in 41 percent of all cases it was considered (7/17), COTS in 50 percent (7/14), Outsource in 55 percent (6/11), OSS in 83 percent (5/6) and Services in 40 percent (2/5).
Stakeholders (RQ1.2). In most cases management roles initiated the decision, while the decision making preparation usually involved several roles from management, software construction and development, but also software design. Also, consultants were used to support the preparation of the decision, which indicates that additional competencies compared to those in the organization are needed to make the decision.
Criteria (RQ1.3). We first look at trade-offs between criteria, and compare them to the trade-offs discussed in our systematic literature review [9] .
Trade-Off 1. Trade-offs between market-trend, technical support and maintainability are observed in the literature (cf. [9] ). Following market trend indicates frequent updates which involves additional maintenance effort. At the same time, the need for a high pace in releasing new features is required, which may result in technical debt as shortcuts may be taken. Also, if the component is not upgraded to the latest available version, then the support offered from supplier/vendors might not be extended. Hence, a trade-off needs to be made between following market trends, maintaining the system stability and retaining the technical support. In the case survey 14 cases consider maintainability, five cases consider technical support, and one case considers market-trend. This means that maintainability, technical support, and market-trend are not considered together in the decisions.
Trade-Off 2. Another trade-off identified in the literature is between source code availability, technical support, and license [9] . The availability of source code might be a criteria for selecting a decision option so that the code can be changed. However, some licenses require changes in the code to be open. Also, technical support might not be extended for the modified code. Although source code availability (12) has high frequencies of cases, the frequencies of license (3) and technical support (5) are comparatively lower, which implies that the trade-off is not considered.
Trade-Off 3. Development effort and integration effort trade-off is identified in the literature [9] . Development effort can be saved if the development is not done in-house. However, if the saved development effort is less than the additional integration effort, then the decision is not optimal. No such trade-off is considered in any of the cases.
Overall the trade-offs observed in the cases and literature are not consistent, i.e., the existing studies do not support the processes observed in industry. This indicates a potential gap between industry practice and the focus of research with regard to sourcing decisions when looking at the trade-offs made. Overall, this merits the investigation of trade-off practices in the industry to support researchers in the selection of future research topics and questions with regard to trade-offs.
The need for prioritizing the criteria and identifying the important ones also became evident when analyzing the final decisions taken, and the criteria ending up as important among those considered. The decision problem may be simplified if criteria are identified and removed early. Much can be learned from the requirements community in that regard, in particular requirements prioritization techniques may be of value [59] . Barney et al.'s [60] study gives an overview of approaches for trade-offs between quality attributes, which may also be useful to not only trade-off between quality attributes, but by considering other factors as well.
Decision Making Methods (RQ1.4). The methods for decision making devoted to in-house versus COTS and in-house versus outsource exist in the literature [9] , both trade-offs being frequently considered in the case survey. All the inhouse versus COTS decision making solutions proposed in the literature consider technical factors, notably time, cost, and reliability. These factors are easy to calculate; probably this is the reason why the methods have considered them. Most of the cases in this case survey considered cost and reliability in their decisions. Time has not been considered that often. However, the case survey identified many other criteria that are considered in the decisions (which also include non-technical criteria), which are not included in the methods proposed in literature.
The methods for choosing between in-house versus outsource proposed in the literature consider requirement dependencies [9] . However, this is not identified as a criterion in any of the cases in the case survey.
All the decision making methods proposed in literature specifically for CSOs are automated and mathematical, i.e., they are highly formalized. However, the cases indicate that the most popular techniques used in making decisions are expert based, which involves subjective opinions. This indicates that the methods proposed in the CSO literature are not consistent with the practice in industry. This also suggests that practitioners are looking for decision making methods that aid in decision-making and not the solutions that give the decision/outcome. However, the solutions proposed for GDM in the context of architectures seem more appropriate (see Section 2.2.1).
Further, according to the case survey, the management takes most decisions. The decision making methods proposed in the literature are quite complex. Due to the complexity and learning curve involved, the managers might not accept or use the solutions proposed in the literature.
Effort Invested (RQ2.1). The effort invested in preparing the decision is quite significant, with the mean effort being 780 person hours, while in several cases the effort was over 1,000 hours. In order to understand the factors we investigated the correlation between the effort invested and the complexity of the decision problem (number of criteria and number of options considered). In addition we calculated the correlation between the number of people involved in the preparation and the effort. Table 17 shows the results of the correlation (using the non-parametric method proposed by Spearman). Rubin [61] defines boundaries for the strength of correlations. A strong positive correlation is observed for the number of CSOs, and a moderate positive correlation for the number of decision criteria. A lower correlation was observed with regard to the number of people involved. Given that the number of CSOs as well as the number of criteria seem to be related to effort in preparation we suggest a staged process for choosing among options to not invest preparation effort on more obvious exclusions. Similar reflections were presented in the field of requirements engineering, where it was found that more complex decisions take more time [62] . As a consequence requirements triage has been introduced that removes the most obvious options first to avoid investigative effort [63] . Thus, similar ideas may be relevant for choosing among CSOs. Even though the correlation between effort and the number of people was lower in comparison to the other measures (see Table 17 ) communication overhead during the preparation should still be considered as factor besides the number of CSOs and decision criteria as the overhead increases with the number of people involved.
Retrospective Reflection on CSO Choice (RQ2.2). In seven cases only, the result of the decision was perceived as positive. In particular, if high investments have been made in preparing the decision, and the final decision is not perceived as successful, then the preparation effort can be considered wasted. The methods used for decision making were mostly experience based, and no decision support systems or methods have been used (such as estimations, existing evidence from research); thus the results indicate that there is an industrial challenge relevant for the research to address. In particular, decision support systems aiding the experts may be of interest to design for this particular decision problem. Early attempts have been made and preliminary results are available in that regard (cf. Wohlin et al. [64] ). Furthermore, the related work on architectural decision making provides solutions to record rationales and drive reflections in architectural decision making in Section 2.2.1 (e.g., [32] , [33] , [34] ).
Characterization of Decisions
According to Larsson [11] case surveys focus on identifying patterns (similarities and differences) between cases. With regard to the research questions each individual question investigated a specific aspect of the decision making case. We used hierarchical cluster analysis, in particular clustering of binary data (presence and absence of variables or attributes in cases) for this purpose. The method to calculate the clusters was Squared Euclidean Distance. The clustering is used as a reflective tool. It takes the values obtained across research questions into account to determine the similarity and differences between the cases. We only included variables related to the decision case (CSOs, stakeholders, and decision criteria) to find commonalities of how decision making has been made. Fig. 10 shows the Dendrogram. It is evident that four cases are closely related, namely 18, 20, 21, and 22. Furthermore, cases 10 and 11 are very closely related. Overall, the Dendrogram shows that no clear patterns could be obtained as the distances between clusters were high. Using two-step clustering as an alternative approach showed that the shapes of clusters are not clearly identifiable, which is a sign that, besides the groups above, no clear patterns across cases are observable.
It has already been established that the cases share decision making characteristics, and a number of cases (more than two) is concerned, hence it is of interest to take a closer look at them. Hence, their contexts and outcomes are of interest to compare, which may explain why they are in the same cluster. The cluster of cases 18, 20, 21, and 22 is interesting because three of the four cases were perceived as positive. Despite of being in different domains (cases 18 and 22 are in the automotive domain and cases 20 and 21 are in the telecom domain) both of them are similar. The cases The complexity of the decision problem is indicated by two variables, the number of CSOs and the number of criteria considered.
characteristics, the context, and the outcome for the four cases in the cluster are briefly summarized in Table 18 .
Comparison with the General Traits of Decision
Making from Related Work
In the earlier sections we compared the findings of the case survey with the literature specific to each research question. The more general characteristics of decision making for architecture, CSO, and OTS decision making are presented in this section. We summarized eight characteristics of decision making in Table 19 , and stated whether they are found in this case survey and provide reflections for the applicability of the findings. The table shows that two findings are not well supported, in particular L3, L6, L10, and L11. These show potential ways of improving industrial decision making (e.g., more explicitly considering risks and the experience and familiarity with the technology), while also may influence research solutions (e.g., providing solutions for CSO decision making that facilitate non-deterministic decisions). Solutions are present for architecture decision making and may be tailored to suit CSO decision making (see Section 2.2.1).
Validity Threats
Larsson [11] highlights a number of limitations related to the case survey method. Furthermore, threats described in Petersen and Gencel [65] are highlighted where applicable. Generalizability. First, Larsson points out that a limited number of cases could be studied, given that a case survey extracts more detailed information than a survey. Furthermore, the available cases are limited and not easily accessible. In this study, a total of 22 cases have been obtained. As it can be seen from Table 6 different domains and application types were studied. The automotive and telecommunication domains are most frequently represented, which introduces a bias in the dataset. Ayala et al. [2] observed that there is an increasing adoption of OSS components over proprietary (in-house) solutions. In Ayala et al.'s study most of the experiences were reported from software consultancies. In our case survey study all sourcing options were considered, and also frequently chosen for all CSOs (as shown in Fig. 4) . The difference in findings between the two studies indicates the need for further investigations.
Descriptive Validity-Factual Accuracy. There is a validity threat in that the coding is misunderstood and that data are not available/missing. Given that all researchers reviewed and iterated the instrument (see extraction scheme in Table 5 ) the risk of wrong interpretations of the scheme was reduced. Interviews were conducted over the phone, which allowed to clarify and ask follow-up questions to receive accurate answers. Another threat to factual accuracy is missing data. Effort data has been elicited for 16 out of 22 cases. Not all respondents were confident in being able to provide an accurate number, thus six cases did not include the effort. We aimed at including only reliable data where the subjects felt confident in the information they were providing. Theoretical Validity-Confounding Factors and Controllability. It would be desirable to make an inference from the characteristics of the decision making process to the success of the decision. Reflections related to the relationship between the two (process and success) are prone to confounding factors. Of particular interest are the context characteristics of the cases (see Table 6 ) where we captured size of the development unit developing the system, the domain, the application type, and the development methodology used in projects. In the case survey we did not identify additional context factors that may be of relevance. Though, looking at the literature a variety of factors may play a role (cf. Carlsson et al. [66] )), such as organizational and team complexity, organizational models, developer experience with respect to the project, and individual development practices used (such as pair programming). Given that the practitioners only considered a subset of the contextual factors and criteria presented by Carlsson et al. the need for providing a more systematic approach of integrating context information into decision making is highlighted.
Interpretive Validity-Objectivity of the Researcher. Based on the findings from the survey conclusions and recommendations to practitioners are provided. The recommendations follow the data, and there is a risk that an individual researcher draws biased conclusions. The risk is reduced due to the number of authors involved in the study who provided their input to the reflections and key findings.
Interpretation and Coding of the Data. Distakes and potential bias are probable when interpreting and coding a large dataset. The coding activity is similar to what would be conducted in a systematic literature review when coding In 5 of 6 cases where OSS was considered it was chosen. Though it was not the default choice by companies, and they invested substantially to assess alternative options.
It also indicates whether the finding is supported by the case survey, distinguishing between fully, partially, and not supported. A reflection for the degree of support is also stated.
extracted data from papers. Kitchenham et al. [67] recommends to peer-review the coding. Consequently, the second and third authors of the paper reviewed the coding done by the first author. Repeatability. A data extraction form and the GRADE taxonomy [52] support the data extraction increases its objectivity, though a threat to the repeatability of the results remains due to the characteristics of the research.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigated how CSOs are chosen by conducting a case survey supported by Larsson's guidelines (cf. [11] ). We identified and described 22 decision cases for choosing CSOs in the contexts of software-intensive systems. The CSOs were based on the experience of experts participating in a research project for choosing CSOs (ORION), and interviews with industry practitioners. 11 cases were based on experiences of the research project members, and 11 based on interviews.
All options considered were viable and have been selected by the practitioners, which includes In-house, COTS, OSS, Outsourcing or combinations of them. We found a mismatch between industry and practice. In particular, CSO related solutions for decision making were mostly deterministic, while decisions in practice were non-deterministic. Thus, solutions proposed for supporting decisions in the context of architecture in general are of interest for practitioners, as those take non-deterministic decision making into account. One example is the repository grid technique. Furthermore, solutions to record past decisions in a systematic way are of interest to gain deeper insights of what decisions can be reused in similar contexts. Such learning is important as in many cases the decision made was not perceived as successful. We found that recommendations in the literature were not followed, such as considering risks and experiences and the familiarity with the technology as explicit criteria. These are potential avenues for improvements. Also, decision making approaches were mostly adhoc and not well structured.
A common reason for the decision to be perceived as negative were issues with the quality, such as performance and security. Means for an early assessment and estimation of these properties are of use. A small set of cases used simulators.
Future Work. In summary, future work needs to focus on the following avenues:
Conduct more in-depth empirical studies of how CSOs are chosen in industrial practice. In particular complementary case studies and large-scale surveys are of interest. Provide support for group decision making and consensus building as in the final decision aspects of the investigation (such as criteria and recommendations) were not followed, and the final word for the decision lied with individuals (mostly management). In particular, the tailoring of existing solutions for software architecture GDM is interesting. Provide tools to systematically capture and thus identify reusable decisions and create an evidence base for CSO decision making.
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